Recent work has approached image superresolution using a variety of approaches [1, 2]. Other work has proposed novel loss functions for improved results [3]. How can we use these findings to do video superresolution? A simple baseline approach is to simply apply image superresolution independently to each frame. However, this is unlikely to result in a smooth video. Consecutive frames are inherently dependent on each other, and we would like to take advantage of this.

In this project, you will investigate how we can intelligently apply image superresolution techniques to video. Rather than applying superresolution to each frame independently, you might want to add some sort of temporal smoothing across frames, or incorporate additional constraints into the loss function.

Fortunately, procuring high quality training data will not be difficult for this task. You may simply downsample videos of your choice to use for training. We would like this to be an exploratory project in which you propose an original model and/or loss function to improve upon the baseline.
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